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ABSTRACT: Medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures often respond to
stimulus repetition with a reduction in neural activity. Such novelty/
familiarity responses reflect the mnemonic consequences of initial stim-
ulus encounter, although the aspects of initial processing that lead to
novelty/familiarity responses remain unspecified. The current functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment examined the sensitivity
of MTL to changes in the semantic representations/processes engaged
across stimulus repetitions. During initial study blocks, words were visu-
ally presented, and participants made size, shape, or composition judg-
ments about the named referents. During repeated study blocks, the initial
words were visually re-presented along with novel words, and partici-
pants made size judgments for all items. Behaviorally, responses were
faster to repeated words in which the same task was performed at initial
and repeated exposure (i.e., size3size) relative to repeated words in
which the tasks differed (i.e., composition3size and shape3size). fMRI
measures revealed activation reductions in left parahippocampal cortex
following same-task and different-task repetition; numerically, the effect
was larger in the same-task condition. Accordingly, left parahippocampal
cortex demonstrates sensitivity to perceptual novelty/familiarity, and it
remains unclear whether this region also is sensitive to novelty/familiarity
in the conceptual domain. In left perirhinal cortex, a novelty/familiarity
effect was observed in the same-task condition but not in the different-
task condition, thus revealing sensitivity to the degree of semantic overlap
across exposures but insensitivity to perceptual repetition of the visual
word form. Perirhinal sensitivity to semantic repetition and insensitivity to
perceptual repetition suggests that human perirhinal cortex receives con-
ceptual inputs, with perirhinal contributions to declarative memory per-
haps partially stemming from its role in processing semantic aspects of
experiences. © 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to respond to novelty—or, conversely, familiarity—in the
environment yields important processing benefits. In the realm of declara-
tive memory, novelty/familiarity detection aids in the differential allocation

of resources to novel stimuli at encoding (e.g., Stern et al.,
1996; Tulving et al., 1996; Stark and Squire, 2001;
Habib et al., 2003), and at retrieval, familiarity can serve
as a signal for explicit recognition, allowing an organism
to consciously distinguish previously experienced from
novel stimuli (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas,
2002). The functional utility of novelty/familiarity sig-
nals has motivated efforts to specify the neural processes
that are sensitive to this stimulus dimension, and the
resulting data have revealed novelty/familiarity effects in
the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (e.g., Knight, 1996;
Gabrieli et al., 1997; Kirchhoff et al., 2000). The objec-
tive of the present event-related functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) investigation was to more pre-
cisely characterize novelty/familiarity responses in MTL,
using an incidental encoding paradigm that allowed for
assessment of the nature of the processes or representa-
tions that must be repeated to elicit such responses.

Prior electrophysiological and neuroimaging data in-
dicate that MTL neurons exhibit reduced responses to
familiar (i.e., repeated) relative to novel stimuli. For ex-
ample, in the nonhuman, neurons in perirhinal cortex
show lower firing rates during presentation of repeated
relative to novel stimuli (e.g., Zhu et al., 1995; Desi-
mone, 1996; Ringo, 1996; Brown and Xiang, 1998;
Eichenbaum, 2000; Brown and Aggleton, 2001). In hu-
mans, novelty/familiarity effects have been observed in
parahippocampal gyrus (including perirhinal and para-
hippocampal cortices), and, to a lesser extent, in hip-
pocampus (Stern et al., 1996; Gabrieli et al., 1997;
Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Grunwald et al., 2003; Henson et
al., 2003; Weis et al., 2004), with the typical neuroimag-
ing finding being reduced rCBF or BOLD signals during
the processing of repeated relative to novel stimuli.

Given the consistent presence of novelty/familiarity
responses in MTL cortex, a fundamental objective is to
determine what processes or representations must be re-
peated to elicit these responses. Insights into the nature of
MTL novelty/familiarity responses may partially come
from consideration of the inputs to perirhinal cortex
(PRc) and parahippocampal cortex (PHc). In infrahu-
man primates, PRc and PHc receive inputs from unimo-
dal and polymodal association cortices in the temporal,
frontal, and parietal lobes (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994),
with the majority of input coming from visual association
cortex. The predominant inputs to PRc stem from uni-
modal visual association cortices in laterally adjacent in-
ferior temporal regions—structures that are important
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for the processing of visual objects—whereas the predominant in-
puts to PHc stem from posterior visual association areas and pos-
terior parietal cortex—structures that represent visuospatial infor-
mation (Lavenex and Amaral, 2000; for review, see Burwell, 2000).

Because of a scarcity of data, the inputs to PRc and PHc in
humans are less well known. From one perspective, based on the
connectivity in infrahuman primates, human PHc is thought to
differentially receive visuoperceptual and visuospatial inputs,
whereas PRc inputs are thought to partially stem from lateral tem-
poral cortices that represent semantic knowledge in humans. Ac-
cordingly, lesions of human PHc yield visuospatial memory defi-
cits (Bohbot et al., 1998; Epstein et al., 1999), and activation of
PHc in the healthy brain is reduced during the viewing of repeated
relative to novel pictures and words (e.g., Stern et al., 1996; Kirch-
hoff et al., 2000). By contrast, human PRc may be sensitive to
semantic, rather than purely perceptual, aspects of stimuli. Human
PRc responds more robustly (1) when making semantic, relative to
perceptual, decisions about objects (Ricci et al., 1999); (2) when
processing sentences with semantic, relative to syntactic, violations
(Newman, 2001), and (3) when processing high-frequency, rela-
tive to low-frequency, nouns, the former of which may entail richer
semantic elaboration as a result of having more conceptual associ-
ations (Fernández et al., 2002). Intracranial electrode recordings
from human MTL have also demonstrated an anterior medial
temporal cortical field potential that is larger for words with se-
mantic content than for words serving grammatical functions,
with this potential declining due to semantic priming at delays of a
couple seconds (Nobre and McCarthy, 1995).

The objective of the present fMRI study was to examine the
nature of the representations/processes that must be repeated to
elicit novelty/familiarity responses in human MTL. Because prior
neuroimaging investigations of novelty/familiarity effects in MTL
cortex co-varied perceptual and conceptual repetition (i.e., for a
repeated stimulus, the perceptual input and the task performed on
the stimulus were identical across repetition), extant data do not
specify whether repetition-induced signal reductions in MTL cor-
tex reflect memory for perceptual or conceptual information. Ac-
cordingly, while holding perceptual repetition constant, we sought
to determine whether novelty/familiarity effects in PRc and PHc
occur upon perceptual re-encounter with a stimulus (1) regardless
of the overlap between the specific conceptual operations per-
formed or semantic features accessed during the initial and re-
peated encounters, or (2) only when the same semantic processes/
representations are engaged during initial and repeated encounter.
The former outcome would suggest novelty/familiarity at the per-
ceptual level, whereas the latter would suggest novelty/familiarity
at the conceptual level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Informed consent was obtained from 21 right-handed native
English speakers, aged 18–35 years (9 female), in a manner ap-
proved by the institutional review boards of MIT and Massachu-
setts General Hospital. fMRI data were acquired on a 1.5-tesla (T)
Siemens Sonata system, using a gradient-echo echo-planar se-

quence (repetition time � 2,500 ms, echo time � 30 ms, 21 axial
slices aligned parallel to the AC-PC plane, 3.125 � 3.125 � 5 mm,
1-mm interslice skip, 432 volumes per run). Four initial dummy
volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration effects. In addi-
tion, a high-resolution T1-weighted (MP-RAGE) anatomical vol-
ume was collected. Head motion was restricted using a pillow and
foam inserts.

Subjects made semantic decisions about novel and repeated
words during scanning. Stimuli were presented over two func-
tional runs using a mixed block/event-related design. Each run
comprised two cycles of initial study and repeated study blocks,
with 30-s fixation periods interleaved between the study blocks.
Within each study block, words were visually presented in a pseu-
do-randomized order, jittered by variable-duration fixation events.

Each 2.5-s word trial consisted of a 500-ms task cue (straight?,
organic?, or small?) that remained on the screen for an additional
400 ms coincident with visual word presentation; a 1,000-ms fix-
ation period followed offset of the cue � word, and trials ended
with a 600-ms blanket screen. In each initial study block, partici-
pants were presented 48 common nouns, and made a yes/no judg-
ment of size (“Is it smaller than a 13-inch box?”), shape (“Are its
edges more straight than curvy?”), or composition (“Is it made of
organic material?”) for each word (i.e., 16 trials/task; Fig. 1). In
each repeated study block, the 48 studied words were re-presented
along with 16 novel words. For all words in repeated study blocks,
participants made a size judgment. Thus, for repeated words, the

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the experimental conditions. Words
were visually presented in cycles that alternated between “initial
study,” visual fixation (not shown), and “repeated study” blocks.
During initial study blocks, subjects made one of three judgments,
i.e., size (small?), shape (straight?), or composition (organic?), about
each word. During repeated study blocks, subjects made a size judg-
ment for visually repeated and novel words, yielding Same-Task, Dif-
ferent-Task, and Novel trials. Within each study block, variable du-
ration fixation trials (�) were interleaved between word trials
according to an event-related design optimization algorithm.
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semantic judgment made at repetition was either identical to
(Same-Task: size3size) or different from (Different-Task:
shape3size, or composition3size) the judgment made at first
exposure, with perceptual repetition being identical across the
Same-Task and Different-Task conditions (i.e., the orthographic
or visual word form input was repeated during both Same- and
Different-task trials; Fig. 1). The inclusion of two types of Differ-
ent-Task trials (shape3size and composition3size) was designed
to ensure that any across-task repetition effects were not specific to
particular semantic task mappings, thus increasing the likelihood
that such effects arise due to perceptual repetition (i.e., ortho-
graphic/visual word form repetition).

The fMRI data were analyzed using SPM99 (Wellcome Depart-
ment of Cognitive Neurology, London), with standard slice-acqui-
sition timing and motion correction preprocessing procedures (for
details, see Davachi and Wagner, 2002). Subsequently, structural
and functional images were normalized to the MNI stereotaxic
space. Images were re-sampled into 3-mm cubic voxels and spa-
tially smoothed with an 8-mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Statistical analyses were performed using the general linear
model. Trials were modeled using a canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function and its temporal derivative. Effects were estimated
using a subject-specific fixed-effects model, with session-specific
effects and low-frequency signal components treated as confounds.
Linear contrasts yielded subject-specific estimates that were en-
tered into second-level random-effects analyses. Following others
(e.g., Davachi and Wagner, 2002; Strange et al. 2002; Dobbins et
al., 2003; Weis et al., 2004), given the lower signal-to-noise often
observed in MTL due to susceptibility signal loss (Ojemann et al.,
1997; Schacter and Wagner, 1999), a threshold of P � 0.005 with
a cluster extent of 5 or more voxels was used to identify MTL
novelty/familiarity effects. To further characterize these fMRI re-
sponses, regions of interest (ROIs) were identified in MTL, func-
tionally defined as described below, and included all significant
voxels within 6 mm of each maximum. For each subject, signal was
calculated by selectively averaging data with respect to peri-stimu-
lus time per condition (using a toolbox written by R. Poldrack:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/spm-toolbox/). The resulting %
signal change measures (integrated from 2.5–7.5-s peri-stimulus
time) were submitted to analysis of variance (ANOVA).

RESULTS

The critical data come from the repeated study blocks, and
constitute comparisons between the Same-Task, Different-Task,
and Novel conditions. Behaviorally, reaction times (RT) differed
across Conditions [F(2,40) � 33.67, P � 0.001], as RT declined
during Same-Task [t(20) � �6.15, P � 0.001] and during Dif-
ferent-Task trials [t(20) � �4.70, P � 0.001] relative to Novel
trials (Table 1). The repetition effect on RT was attenuated when
there was a change in the semantic task between initial and re-
peated exposures, as RT during Different-Task trials was slower
than that during Same-Task trials [t(20) � �5.67, P � 0.001];
this pattern is consistent with prior behavioral reports (Vriezen et
al., 1995; Thompson-Schill and Gabrieli, 1999; Franks et al.,

2000; Thompson-Schill and Kan, 2001; see also Wagner et al.,
2000a). Finally, comparison of the two types of Different-Task
trials (i.e., shape3size and composition3size) revealed that RT
did not differ reliably [t(20) � 1.5, P � 0.10].

Repetition condition also had a significant influence on accu-
racy [F(2,40) � 3.92, P � 0.05], reflecting a benefit for Same-Task
trials as compared with Different-Task trials (Table 1) [t(20) �
3.00, P � 0.01]. As with RT, separate analyses performed on the
two types of Different-Task trials (i.e., shape3size and
composition3size) indicated that these two conditions did not
reliably differ (t � 1). Given the consistent behavioral pattern
observed across the two types of Different-Task trials, these two
conditions were collapsed into a single Different-Task condition
for the primary fMRI analyses.

fMRI analyses focused on data from the repeated study blocks,
where all words were processed under identical task conditions
(i.e., a size judgment was performed on all word trials), with words
differing in terms of perceptual and conceptual novelty/familiarity
across the conditions. The primary question was whether MTL
substructures exhibit novelty/familiarity effects that are sensitive to
perceptual and/or conceptual repetition. Accordingly, we exam-
ined whether repetition-related activation reductions occur (1) in
the Same-Task, but not in the Different-Task, condition, or (2) in
both conditions. The former outcome would be consistent with a
conceptual novelty/familiarity effect, as perceptual repetition was
present during the Same-Task and Different-Task conditions; the
latter outcome would indicate sensitivity to perceptual novelty/
familiarity.

An initial voxel-wise contrast of Novel vs. Same-Task trials re-
vealed one cluster of differential activation in MTL: falling in
anterior MTL cortex, at or near left PRc (coordinates of �39,
�18, �27; Fig. 2A). Localization of this group-identified region
was confirmed at the individual subject level (Insausti et al., 1998;
Duvernoy, 1999), with the region consistently corresponding to
the anterior collateral sulcus (extending into fusiform gyrus in a
subset of subjects). Subsequent ROI assessment of the response
pattern in this left PRc region confirmed that the region was highly
sensitive to the effect of Condition [F(2,40) � 8.04, P � 0.002].
As depicted in Figure 2A, left PRc (1) was less active during Same-
Task trials relative to Novel trials [t(20) � �3.41, P � 0.004]; (2)
was less active during Same-Task trials relative to Different-Task
trials [t(20) � �2.97, P � 0.009], even though perceptual famil-
iarity/novelty was held constant across these conditions; and (3)

TABLE 1.

Reaction Time and Response Accuracy as a Function of Condition
during Repeated Study Blocks

Condition
Reaction Time

(ms)
Proportion

Correct

Same-Task 816 (73) .94 (.06)
Different-Task 859 (86) .92 (.06)
Novel 891 (100) .93 (.07)

Note: standard deviations in ().
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did not exhibit a reliable repetition reduction during Different-
Task relative to Novel trials, even though perceptual novelty was
present in the latter condition [t(20) � �1.23, P � 0.20; signal
during Different-Task trials was 0.68 of a standard error lower
than that for Novel trials]. Comparison of the two types of Differ-
ent-Task trials (shape3size and composition3size) revealed com-
parable activation (t � 1). Collectively, these data indicate that left
PRc demonstrated a novelty/familiarity effect that depended on
repetition of the specific task—and, by inference, the specific se-
mantic processes/features—engaged during initial encounter.

We next examined whether any MTL substructures showed
novelty/familiarity responses that were sensitive to perceptual rep-
etition (i.e., repetition reductions that generalized across tasks). A
voxel-wise comparison of Novel vs. Repeated trials (collapsed
across Same-Task and Different-Task conditions), revealed one
MTL cluster—falling in posterior MTL cortex, at or near left PHc
(coordinates of �24, �36, �21; Fig. 2B) and well posterior to the
perirhinal region that exhibited a task-specific repetition effect.
Confirmation that this group-identified region fell in PHc in the

individual subjects (Duvernoy, 1999) revealed that this region in-
cluded both banks of the collateral sulcus in 18 of the 21 subjects,
with localization in a minority of these subjects also including a
portion of fusiform gyrus. In the remaining 3 subjects, this region
fell exclusively in fusiform gyrus; data from these latter subjects
were excluded from the subsequent ROI analysis.

ROI analysis confirmed an effect of Condition in this left PHc
region [F(2,34) � 4.27, P � 0.05], with activation being signifi-
cantly lower during Same-Task trials [t(17) � �2.27, P � 0.05] as
well as during Different-Task trials [t(17) � �4.07, P � 0.005]
compared with Novel trials. Thus, left PHc showed both within-
task and across-task repetition reductions, revealing a sensitivity to
perceptual novelty/familiarity. As with PRc, the mean magnitude
of the repetition reduction was numerically larger for Same-Task
than for Different-Task trials, although a direct comparison re-
vealed that the magnitude of the repetition reduction did not reli-
ably differ between Different-Task and Same-Task trials [t(17) �
�1.08, P � 0.20]. This latter outcome may reflect the greater
variance observed in PHc. Finally, as with PRc, the two types of

FIGURE 2. Voxel-wise (right) and region-of-interest (left) indi-
ces of familiarity/novelty effects in medial temporal lobe (MTL) cor-
tex. A: Voxel-wise map depicting the left perirhinal cortex (PRc) re-
gion that demonstrated greater activation during Novel vs. Same-
Task trials, with the graph plotting percentage signal change, relative
to fixation, for each of the three conditions (N � 21). As shown, left
PRc demonstrated a repetition reduction that was selective to the
Same-Task condition. B: Voxel-wise map depicting the left parahip-
pocampal cortex (PHc) region that demonstrated greater activation

during Novel vs. Repeated trials (collapsed across the Same-Task and
Different-Task conditions), with the graph demonstrating that a rep-
etition reduction was observed in this region during both Same-Task
and Different-Task trials (N � 18); activation in the two repetition
conditions did not reliably differ. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; error bars
reflect the standard within-subject error term. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.
wiley.com.]
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Different-Task trials elicited comparable activation (t � 1). In
sum, left PHc showed a repetition reduction that reliably declined
whenever perceptual repetition was present; there also was a unre-
liable signal decline from Different-Task to Same-Task trials rais-
ing the possibility that this region also is sensitive to novelty in the
conceptual domain, although strong conclusions either way are
not warranted given the present observations.

To confirm the semantic specificity of the novelty/familiarity
effect in PRc and that novelty/familiarity in PHc at least partially
generalizes across semantic processes/representations, we con-
ducted a final voxel-wise analysis to identify MTL regions that
showed a novelty/familiarity effect in the Different-Task condi-
tion. The only MTL region showing reduced activation for Dif-
ferent-Task trials relative to Novel trials was the left PHc cluster
discussed above that also elicited a reduction during Same-Task
repetition (i.e., the region observed in the Novel � Repeated con-
trast). Accordingly, both voxel-wise and ROI analyses revealed that
novelty/familiarity effects in left PRc depend on conceptual pro-
cesses/representations, whereas such effects in left PHc at least
partially depend on perceptual processes/representations. Impor-
tantly, although caution is warranted when interpreting the appar-
ent divergence in the sensitivity of PRc and PHc to conceptual
novelty/familiarity, as a reliable Region � Condition interaction
was not obtained when including Novel, Same-Task, and Differ-
ent-Task levels of the Condition factor [F(2,34) � 1.09, P �
0.30], a Region � Condition analysis that was restricted to the
Novel and Different-Task levels confirmed the differential sensi-
tivity of PHc to perceptual novelty/familiarity [F(1,17) � 5.73,
P � 0.05].

DISCUSSION

The current study demonstrates that at least one MTL subre-
gion, the left PRc, is sensitive to the degree of overlap between the
conceptual features processed across initial and repeated exposures
to a stimulus, but is insensitive to perceptual repetition. When
participants semantically processed the same word on two different
occasions, repetition of the identical semantic judgment at re-
encounter resulted in a robust novelty/familiarity effect in left PRc.
In contrast, making a different semantic judgment upon re-en-
counter resulted in a level of PRc activation that did not reliably
differ from that elicited when making the judgment about a novel
word, even though perceptual novelty/familiarity differed between
these conditions.

The observed novelty/familiarity effect in left PRc parallels pre-
viously reported behavioral repetition effects, wherein response
times (1) are facilitated when an initial semantic judgment targets
the same semantic information that is targeted upon re-encounter,
but (2) are not facilitated or are facilitated to a lesser degree when
initial semantic judgments target semantic representations that are
different from those targeted upon re-encounter (e.g., Vriezen et
al., 1995; Thompson-Schill and Gabrieli, 1999; Thompson-Schill
and Kan, 2001) (see also Table 1). Such effects have been inter-
preted as revealing that prior semantic processing “sculpts” an
item’s conceptual representation in favor of recently accessed se-

mantic features, thus resulting in facilitation when those features
are to be retrieved in the future (e.g., Fletcher et al., 2000; Badre
and Wagner, 2002). Following this inferential logic, the present
fMRI data are consistent with the hypothesis that left PRc receives
conceptual inputs from lateral neo-cortical regions, and demon-
strates novelty/familiarity effects that depend on mnemonic
changes stemming from the specific conceptual representations or
operations engaged during initial stimulus encoding.

Extant behavioral data further indicate that across-task RT fa-
cilitation can occur when the initial and repeated tasks target the
same semantic attribute (e.g., visual3visual semantics or
functional3functional semantics), suggesting that behavioral fa-
cilitation follows prior processing of particular semantic features
irrespective of the task context that leads to this processing (e.g.,
Vriezen et al., 1995; Thompson-Schill and Gabrieli, 1999). In the
present experiment, such a pattern was not obtained in left PRc.
Specifically, the two types of Different-Task conditions
(shape3size and composition3size) gave rise to similar magni-
tudes of left PRc activation, even though the shape and size tasks
might both appear to tap visual semantics whereas the composition
task might appear to tap more abstract semantics. Taken together
with the prior behavioral literature, this finding suggests that the
shape and size tasks, while appearing to tap common visual seman-
tics, may nevertheless access distinct visual semantic features or
alternatively may differentially draw on more abstract semantics.
Although future research is required to clarify this divergence be-
tween left PRc activation reductions and prior behavioral facilita-
tion effects, the present data unambiguously indicate that reduc-
tions in human left PRc activation are particularly sensitive to task
repetition and thus, by inference, conceptual novelty/familiarity,
but are insensitive to visual perceptual repetition.

Beyond left PRc, a cluster in left PHc exhibited a generalized
novelty/familiarity response, wherein the activation elicited when
making a novel semantic judgment about a visually repeated word
(Different-Task trials) was less than that elicited when making a
novel semantic judgment about a visually novel word (Novel tri-
als). Activation in this region did not reliably differ between Dif-
ferent-Task and Same-Task trials, although the magnitude of the
repetition reduction was quantitatively larger in the latter condi-
tion. Collectively, this pattern of left PHc activation suggests at
least three possible interpretations. First, this region may be selec-
tively involved in conceptual processing, but may be insensitive to
variations in the particular dimensions of semantic information
probed. This would appear unlikely, however, given other evi-
dence implicating human PHc in visuoperceptual and visuospatial
mnemonic processes (e.g., Bohbot et al., 1998; Epstein et al.,
1999; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Cabeza et al., 2001). Second, this
region may not contribute to conceptual processing, but rather
may selectively process visual information. In the present experi-
ment, repetition of orthographic/visual word form input was iden-
tical in the Same-Task and Different-Task conditions while the
level of conceptual repetition differed across these conditions. This
interpretation would be consistent with prior imaging data in hu-
mans, and with neuroanatomical evidence that, in infrahuman
primates, PHc receives input from posterior visual association areas
and posterior parietal cortex (Burwell, 2000; Lavenex and Amaral,
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2000). A third possibility is that, in addition to being sensitive to
visuoperceptual novelty/familiarity, left PHc may also receive
some conceptual inputs and thus may demonstrate some sensitiv-
ity to conceptual novelty/familiarity. Weak evidence to this effect
may stem from the quantitative decline in PHc activation between
the Different-Task and Same-Task trials. Although this decline
was not statistically reliable (P � 0.20), the raw magnitude of the
decline was similar to that seen in PRc, thus motivating future
research that aims to determine whether left PHc demonstrates
conceptual novelty/familiarity in addition to the presently ob-
served sensitivity to perceptual novelty/familiarity.

Recently, attention has focused on human anterior MTL cortex,
perhaps corresponding to PRc, as mediating novelty/familiarity
responses during incidental encoding/priming paradigms and dur-
ing explicit recognition tasks (e.g., Henson et al., 2003; Weis et al.,
2004). As with these prior paradigms, the present size judgment
task corresponded to an incidental encoding paradigm that, in
theory, could have been affected by nondeclarative (priming)
and/or declarative (explicit) memory for a stimulus’s initial en-
counter. A noted aspect of prior neuroimaging findings from inci-
dental encoding/priming and explicit recognition tasks is that, in
addition to demonstrating decreased activation during the process-
ing of repeated relative to novel stimuli, activation in anterior
MTL cortex can also extend below that observed during the low-
level baseline (e.g., visual fixation; Henson et al., 2003). Although
interpreting baseline levels is often challenging (e.g., Stark and
Squire, 2001), and across study consideration of baselines is likely
particularly suspect, in the present incidental encoding task, acti-
vation levels in left PRc exceeded the fixation-baseline during
Novel and Different-Task trials and fell to, but not below, baseline
in the Same-Task condition.

In contrast with studies exploring novelty/familiarity effects at
stimulus repetition, investigations of encoding activation during
stimulus encounter have shown that greater responses in anterior
MTL cortex predict superior subsequent stimulus familiarity (e.g.,
Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2004; Kirwan and Stark,
2004), with these responses also often falling above a low-level
baseline. Taken together with the present left PRc pattern, one
might speculate that re-encoding will further enhance subsequent
stimulus familiarity to the extent that novel conceptual features are
processed upon stimulus re-encounter. This possibility is consis-
tent with the encoding variability hypothesis (e.g., Martin, 1968;
see also Wagner et al., 2000b), as well as with evidence indicating
that stimulus familiarity is sensitive to conceptual elaboration (e.g.,
Toth, 1996; Wagner et al., 1997). Accordingly, the present char-
acterization of the nature of MTL cortical responses sets the stage
for future understanding of how novelty/familiarity at re-encoding
impacts subsequent memory performance.
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